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DISCONTINUED: Wireless Weather Station
with Temperature/Humidity Display - Black

Product Images

Short Description

Oregon Scientific OS-BAR388HG Wireless Weather Station with Temperature/Humidity Display

Description

The barometer and weather forecast keep you in touch with the changing weather conditions while the radio-
controlled clock provides the precise time.

Special functions like ice warning, high/low temperature and humidity alarms, moon phase and pressure
trends help you to stay on top of the weather.

The Wireless Weather Station includes all the features you need to become a weather expert. With a 12 to 24
hour forecast, barometric pressure trends with three levels of pressure and temperature indicators: rising,
steady and falling, and indoor / outdoor temperature and humidity display, and a modern design, this
weather station gives you a comprehensive view of your environment.

The indoor / outdoor temperature and humidity display with trend icons will help you choose the most
comfortable and suitable outfits.
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Additional Information

Promotion This product has been discontinued. For
alternatives, please see Oregon Weather Stations

Brand Oregon Scientific

Contents 3 x UM-3 (AA) 1.5V batteries

Explanation

12-24 hour weather forecast via easy to read symbols
Barometric pressure reading
Snooze alarm clock
Indoor/Outdoor temperature and humidity with
memory and trend indicators

Ideal For Amateur, Interested

Indoor Unit

12-24 hour weather forecast via easy to read symbols
Barometric pressure reading
Snooze alarm clock
Indoor/Outdoor temperature and humidity with
memory and trend indicators
Customizable temperature and humidity Hi/Lo alarms
Comfort level indicator
Ice warning function
Heat index
Moon Phase
LCD display
Takes up to 3 remote sensors (1 included)

Finish Black

Dimensions 119L x 77W x 169H mm (4.7 x 3.0 x 6.7 in)

Batteries 3 x UM-3 (AA) 1.5V batteries

Power Battery Only

Colour Black

Outdoor Unit 30m (100ft) unobstructed

Sensors 1 Included, will support upto 3

Dimensions 92L x 60W x 20H mm (3.6 x 2.4 x 0.8 in)

Batteries 2 x UM-4 (AAA) 1.5V batteries

Power Battery Only
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